OUR TOWN
By Thornton Wilder
Performances: Oct 1, 2, 3 at 8pm & Oct 4 at 2pm
Direction by Jon Liebetrau

Welcome to Grover's Corners, New Hampshire and a long-gone way of American life. Rediscover your best self with Wilder’s enduring classic that celebrates both the marvel of everyday existence and that “something” that’s eternal about every human being.

SHOUT The Mod Musical
By Philip George and David Lowenstein
Performances: Nov 13, 14, 20, 21 at 8pm & Nov 15, 22 at 2pm
Direction by Teresa Fallon  Musical Direction by Ken McGraw

Enjoy this effervescent hip-swiveling journey through the pop classics that made superstars of Lulu, Petula Clark, Dusty Springfield and more! This mod musical magazine follows the lives of five “birds” coming of age in 60's London and the sounds that made it swing!

DOGFiGHT The Musical
Music and Lyrics by Benj Pasek & Justin Paul
Book by Peter Duchan
Performances: Feb 19, 20, 26, 27 at 8pm & Feb 21, 28 at 2pm
Direction by Joseph Dawson  Musical Direction by Ken McGraw

In this tender yet brutal musical Eddie, a soldier leaving for Vietnam tries to prove his macho superiority by playing a humiliating trick on Rose, a lonely waitress - but ultimately finds that he is the utterly vulnerable one.

TWELFTH NIGHT or What You Will
By William Shakespeare
Performances: Apr 14, 15, 16 at 8pm & Apr 17 at 2pm
Direction by Jon Liebetrau